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ABSTRACT
Like most states throughout the nation, Utah’s population has continually grown since settlement.
In 2014 Utah’s population was estimated at 2.95 million and between 2015-2016 Utah had the highest
percentage growth rate of any state in the nation. This profound amount of growth can be attributed to
many factors that are unique to Utah; two of which are the aesthetic and recreational opportunities
available to Utah residents.
Due to population growth and urban sprawl, areas commonly patrolled by Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources (UDWR) conservation officers are now located closer to urban populations.
Previously rural or backcountry areas are seeing increases in recreational use by the residents of newly
developed and expanding communities. Because of the increased use, conservation officers are
encountering and performing “traditional police work” (drug enforcement, domestic violence issues,
property theft, DUI, etc.) more frequently than ever before. Additionally, conservation officers are seeing
an increase in requests to respond to non-wildlife crimes that occur within developed areas due to the
proximity of their enforcement areas to urban fronts; especially in northern Utah. These factors have
increased the frequency with which UDWR conservation officers and local law enforcement officials’
work together to address enforcement related issues within local communities.
Despite the increased level of interaction between conservation officers and local law enforcement
officers, the increased number of police agencies that do traditional police work within the state of Utah,
and the fact that conservation officers have increased their knowledge of and experience with traditional
police work, it is believed that traditional police agencies within the state have a limited understanding of
wildlife law enforcement tasks addressed by the conservation officers working within their own
community (hunting, fishing, and trapping license compliance enforcement, poaching investigations and a
conservation officer’s role in wildlife management, to name a few). The results of the survey described in
this paper indicate the lack of knowledge pertaining to wildlife law enforcement by traditional agencies is
a rather common occurrence throughout Utah. The goal of the survey is to establish a baseline for the
3

following: 1) knowledge other law enforcement agencies have regarding wildlife law enforcement, 2)
perceived value of wildlife law enforcement within the broader law enforcement community, 3)
impediments to cooperative work efforts between the UDWR law enforcement section and other law
enforcement agencies within the state, 4) perceived shortcomings of UDWR in the eyes of different law
enforcement agencies, 5) how to close the knowledge gap between agencies to produce more cohesive and
effective field enforcement efforts, and 6) how to maintain working relationships once they have been
created.
The answers provided by surveyed agencies show: 1) only 16% have a strong understanding of the
roles and responsibilities held by a conservation officer while almost 20% know little to nothing about
conservation officers and their work responsibilities (Baseline #1), 2) virtually 100% of the surveyed
agencies feel it is important that UDWR conservation officers spend their time enforcing wildlife-related
violations and would expect their officers to contact a UDWR conservation officer if a wildlife-related
crime was detected by their agency’s officers (Baseline #2), 3) while overall there were positive results
relating to communication, especially in the rural communities, there is a belief that UDWR conservation
officers could communicate better with office and field personnel associated with other law enforcement
agencies (Baselines #3 and #4), and 4) traditional law enforcement agencies would like to see UDWR
conservation officers attend trainings with them or provide trainings to them and/or interact with officers
in the field so they can better understand who local UDWR conservation officers are and what they do on a
daily basis (Baselines #5 and #6).
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INTRODUCTION
Since statehood, fish and game have been extremely valuable to the human populations of Utah.
The monetary and non-monetary value of wildlife populations within the state have been well documented
since settlement occurred in 1847. The worth of wildlife is further exemplified by the nearly immediate
implementation of wildlife laws and initiatives following settlement, set forth to preserve wild populations
in the area (Arrington n.d., Rawley and Rawley 1968). The first wildlife initiative, created in 1851 during
the first Legislative Assembly, sought to limit wolf and fox populations. Shortly after the 1851 initiative,
the creation of the first wildlife law occurred in 1863. This law sought to make illegal the needless
destruction of fish. As time passed, the number of wildlife preservation laws and initiatives grew to
include protection of game and non-game birds (1862), season dates for various game species (1876),
fishing and hunting license fee schedules (1894 and 1903, respectively), and so on (Rawley and Rawley
1968).
With increased demands on wildlife resources due to population growth and the implementation of
numerous wildlife regulations and laws enforced by a small number of local law enforcement officers,
namely sheriff’s, the need to better enforce wildlife laws within the state became evident. A regulatory
body named the Committee of Fish and Game was established by the first state legislature in 1896 and
with the creation of the committee, the first Utah Game Warden, John Sharp, was appointed. Twentyeight years later, in 1924, a total of 10 game warden positions were created to better enforce wildlife
regulations that were currently in place. The Committee of Fish and Game continued to grow until, in
1967, its title was changed to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and is largely the same agency
operating today (Rawley and Rawley 1968).
For approximately 40 years, prior to Sharp, wildlife laws were largely enforced by a very small
number of county sheriff’s, the first of which was appointed in the early 1850s (Bagley 2000, Davis
County Sheriff 2015). When game warden positions were expanded to 10 in 1924, Utah’s population was
approximately 481,000 (Utah Population (n.d.)). While county sheriffs and game wardens were both
5

tasked with enforcing the laws of the state, the sheer expanse of open range in relation to localized
populations made it unlikely sheriffs and game wardens would interact to any significant level while
performing their sworn duties. While this can still be the case in various locales in Utah, population
growth throughout the nation and within the state specifically, are changing the dynamics of a game
warden’s daily work responsibilities (R. Olson, pers. comm.).
Due to urban sprawl, areas commonly patrolled by game wardens (now referred to as conservation
officers) are now located closer to urban populations, and for that reason, these previously rural,
backcountry areas are used more frequently for recreational purposes by city-based populations. Due to
increased use by urban populations in these previously remote areas, conservation officers are
encountering and performing “traditional police work” at a larger scale than they have historically.
Traditional police work includes: drug enforcement, domestic violence issues, property theft, driving under
the influence (DUI), etc. (Eliason 2014, Eliason 2016). Additionally, urban expansion has caused a ripple
effect that has resulted in conservation officers responding to a growing number of non-wildlife crimes in
the urban environment due simply to proximity of enforcement areas; especially in northern Utah (R.
Olson, pers. comm.). These factors have increased interactions between wildlife officers and local law
enforcement officials; county and municipal officers alike.
Despite these increased interactions, the UDWR Law Enforcement Section believes local law
enforcement agencies know relatively little about conservation officers’ workloads, skill sets, and job
duties. Due to this lack of knowledge, these agencies are largely unaware of the different sections within
the UDWR and how job responsibilities are different within each section. The belief that law enforcement
agencies throughout the state could be better educated regarding the role of a conservation officers in their
communities is one reason for this survey project.
This survey was conducted to obtain a baseline understanding regarding: 1) the knowledge other
agencies have regarding wildlife law enforcement, 2) the perceived value of wildlife law enforcement
within the broader law enforcement community, 3) impediments to cooperative work efforts, 4) perceived
6

shortcomings of UDWR in the eyes of different agencies, 5) how to close the knowledge gap between
agencies to produce a more cohesive and effective field enforcement effort, and 6) how to maintain these
working relationships once they have been created. In addition to a simple baseline, investigation into
how metropolitan, urban and rural enforcement agencies compare in their knowledge and understanding of
these six topics was also undertaken. Furthermore, additional analysis was done comparing
metropolitan/urban and rural county sheriff departments to see if levels of understanding about
conservation officers varied between these groups.
It is believed by UDWR law enforcement administration and many field positions that if local law
enforcement agencies can be better educated on wildlife crimes, it would result in higher rates of wildlife
crime detection. If higher detection rates occur, the large-scale, widespread abuse of wildlife that is likely
occurring within the state could be better curbed by UDWR conservation officers. While there has not
been a formal study done in Utah to collect information relating to the level of wildlife abuse in the state,
the state of Oregon conducted a mortality survey from 2005-2012 looking at the cause of death for collared
mule deer in a specific area of Oregon (Mulligan 2015). During the survey, Oregon biologists collared
621 deer (95 bucks and 526 does) and investigated 215 mortalities (50 bucks and 165 does). Of the 215
investigated mortalities, only 123 animals had an identifiable cause of death. Of those 123 deaths, 25 (six
bucks and 19 does), 20% of all confirmed deaths, were found to be caused by poaching. It was also found
that 25 (24 bucks and one doe) of the remaining identifiable causes of death were a result of legal harvest,
a 1:1 ratio of unlawful to lawful harvest and a 1:4 unlawful to lawful harvest of bucks.
It is estimated that 31,315 buck mule deer were killed during the general season hunts in Utah
during the 2016 deer season (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, 2016). If the Oregon ratio of unlawful
to lawful harvest of bucks occurred in Utah, 7,829 bucks would have been poached in Utah in 2016.
Additionally, applying the buck and doe poaching rate from Oregon to Utah’s estimated mule deer
population (~360,000 animals) equates to a conservative estimate of 14,400 poached deer in Utah in 2016.
This is a far cry from the 300 illegally killed mule deer that were confirmed by UDWR Conservation
7

Officers during that same timeframe (FATPOT Technologies, Inc. (n.d.)). While the current number of
“confirmed” poaching instances is not of grave concern, the value listed above for “potential” occurrences
is alarming and potentially detrimental to mule deer populations within the state. The potential rate of
unlawful mule deer harvest along with the potential level of unlawful take of all other game and non-game
species within the state of Utah could likely be reduced by educating non-wildlife enforcement agencies
about wildlife crimes. This is one reason why building and maintaining relationships with these agencies
is so important to UDWR.
METHODS
Survey Methodology and Creation: An online survey tool provided an affordable and efficient
means of data collection for this study. The survey questionnaire (Appendix A) was created to gain a
baseline understanding of the six factors mentioned above. Additional questions were included to gauge
how knowledgeable surveyed agencies were with “teams” (K-9, Dive and Emergency Response Group
(ERG)) housed within the UDWR law enforcement section. Their interest in obtaining additional
information relevant to these teams was also obtained. The questionnaire was reviewed by employees
within the UDWR and Utah State University (USU) to ensure questions were clearly stated and that a good
understanding of the six baselines stated above could be obtained using the questions.
Selection of Agencies and Groupings: It was determined that all 29 county sheriffs, 30 randomly
selected police chiefs from urban, non-county agencies and 30 randomly selected police chiefs from rural,
non-county agencies would be surveyed. The justification for specifically soliciting responses from all
county sheriffs in addition to 60 other urban and rural police agencies is because UDWR conservation
officers tend to interact with sheriff deputies on a more regular basis and because of the increased rate of
interaction UDWR administration wanted their responses evaluated separately.
I classified law enforcement agencies into three categories based on the county in which the agency
operated: metropolitan, urban and rural. I theorized that agencies within these groupings would have
8

different levels of interaction with UDWR law enforcement (most for rural and least for metropolitan
groups) and therefore have different knowledge levels and perceptions of UDWR Conservation Officers.
Metropolitan agencies included those operating within the most populated counties along the Wasatch
Front: Davis, Salt Lake, Utah and Weber Counties. Urban agencies included those operating within Box
Elder, Cache, Iron, Morgan, Summit, Tooele, Wasatch and Washington Counties due to their proximity
and adjoining nature to more populated counties. Rural agencies included all others operating within
Beaver, Carbon, Daggett, Duchesne, Emery, Garfield, Grand, Juab, Kane, Millard, Piute, Rich, San Juan,
Sanpete, Sevier, Uintah, and Wayne Counties. Agency classification was aided by the use of two sources:
1) USDA Urban Influence Codes (United States Department of Agriculture, 2016) and 2) knowledge and
experiences of Dr. Richard Krannich who has performed numerous surveys of this nature. The resulting
classification yielded 25 metropolitan, 15 urban and 16 rural non-county police departments and four
metropolitan, eight urban and 14 rural county sheriff’s departments selected for the survey. Due to the
limited number of metropolitan sheriff departments and the enforcement similarities in metropolitan and
urban sheriff departments, it was decided these two categories would be combined; therein comparing
metro/urban (n=12) and rural (n=14) sheriff departments.
For a table of all law enforcement agencies that received a survey, how they were grouped
(metropolitan, urban or rural), and which agencies returned the survey, see Table 1. The maps below show
the locale of each agency that returned a survey differentiated by the populous grouping (metropolitan,
urban and rural) and the location of each county sheriff department that returned a survey differentiated by
their populous grouping.
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Survey Issuance: The survey was emailed to all 89 agency heads: if no response was received
within one-month follow-up contact was made by phone. Additional follow-up contacts were made on
roughly a bi-monthly basis until a 90+% return rate (80+ responses) was obtained. In situations where a
sheriff or chief position was currently vacant, it was requested that the survey be completed by another
individual within the administrative ranks. In total, 82 responses (92%) were received
Data Analysis: The grouped responses were compared to gain an understanding of how agencies
from metropolitan, urban and rural areas differed in their knowledge and experiences regarding the six
baselines being measured. For initial analysis, all surveyed agencies were grouped into one of the three
categories listed above. After analyzing all responses, county sheriff’s departments were analyzed
separate using two categories: metro/urban and rural.
There were several questions associated with each of the six baseline factors. Details on which
questions related to which baselines are provided in the Results Section and Appendix A. For this report, I
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provide simple summary statistics related to the baselines and individual questions to demonstrate general
patterns.
RESULTS
Of the 89 agencies that were selected for the survey, 82 (92%) provided survey responses. As it
pertains to sheriff departments specifically, all four metropolitan sheriff’s offices, all eight urban sheriff’s
offices and 14 of the 17 (82%) rural sheriff’s offices participated in the survey. As it pertains to the noncounty police departments selected for the survey, 25 (93%) metropolitan departments, 15 (94%) urban
departments and 16 (94%) rural departments returned the survey. When considering each of the three
categories (metropolitan, urban and rural), 29 (94%) metropolitan, 23 (96%) urban and 30 (88%) rural
agencies returned the survey. Table 1 shows all participating and non-participating agencies.
Survey questions and results were separated in a fashion that best addresses the six baselines
detailed earlier in this paper. Occasionally a given question applies to more than one baseline and,
therefore, will be included in each applicable baseline. Additionally, it has been determined that answers
from one baseline can have a direct effect on another baseline. Because of this, baseline 3) impediments to
cooperative work efforts between the UDWR law enforcement section and other law enforcement agencies
within the state and 4) perceived shortcomings of UDWR in the eyes of different law enforcement
agencies will be evaluated together; as will baseline 5) how to close the knowledge gap between agencies
to produce a more cohesive and effective field enforcement effort and 6) how to maintain these working
relationships once they have been created.
Results are presented below as “All Law Enforcement Agencies” which includes county sheriff
departments and all other responding agencies, and “County Sheriff Departments” which demonstrates
sheriffs’ offices responses alone.
BASELINE EVALUATIONS
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Baseline #1: The knowledge other law enforcement agencies have regarding wildlife law enforcement
For this baseline, five questions were asked to aid in deciding how educated various county and
municipal law enforcement agencies, within each populous grouping, are with wildlife law enforcement.
The five questions tested this baseline in multiple ways: 1) it collected information on a surveyed agencies
knowledge of UDWR conservation officers work goals and responsibilities as compared to other
professions commonly confused with conservation officers (UDPR park rangers and UDWR biologists), 2)
it inquired if surveyed agencies had ever contacted a conservation officer to have questions or concerns
answered (this gives insight as to whether a given agency understood when a conservation officer should
be contacted), and 3) it inquired how knowledgeable traditional law enforcement officers are in wildlife
law by asking if officers working for a traditional law enforcement agency are capable in detecting
wildlife-related crimes.
The first series of questions in this baseline surveyed how knowledgeable traditional law
enforcement agencies are regarding a UDWR conservation officer’s goals and responsibilities and,
additionally, their knowledge on the differences in the goals and responsibilities of UDWR conservation
officers, UDPR park rangers and UDWR biologists. Survey results will be analyzed as follows:
“Significant level of understanding” is granted to the grouping (metropolitan, urban or rural) that had the
highest percentage of responses for “strongly agree.” “General understanding” is granted to the grouping
of surveyed agencies that show the highest percentage for “strongly agree” and “somewhat agree”
responses, combined. Likewise, “Significant lack in understanding” would indicate the group that had the
highest percentage of “strongly disagree” responses and “General lack in understanding” is the group that
had the highest level of combined responses for “strongly disagree” and “somewhat disagree.” This form
of evaluation was decided upon due to the occurrence of survey results that show a given group indicates
they have a very strong understanding regarding a given question by having the highest response
percentage for “strongly agree” but when you take the overall understanding into consideration (“agree”
responses), the previously highest scoring group doesn’t necessarily have the best overall understanding as
12

it pertains to the question asked; likewise is the case for agencies that lacked understanding, having
“disagree” responses.
As a summary of this baseline, most surveyed agencies know the goals and responsibilities of a
UDWR conservation officer and how a conservation officer’s goals and responsibilities differ from those
of park rangers and biologists. However, even though most agencies know these differences, rural
agencies have the strongest overall understanding of these topics when compared to metropolitan and
urban agencies. Rural agencies also have officers that are much more capable in detecting wildlife-related
crimes than do metropolitan or urban agencies. Taking all questions into account, metropolitan agencies
show the lowest level of understanding in conservation officers’ goals and responsibilities and in the
differences between conservation officers and other groups (park rangers and UDWR biologists). The
metropolitan grouping is also the only category that had agencies indicate they’ve never contacted a
conservation officer.
Question #1: I am familiar with the goals and enforcement responsibilities of a Utah Division of
Wildlife Resources (UDWR) Conservation Officer.
All Law Enforcement Agencies
STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO
14%
48%
24%
7%
7%

URBAN
17%
65%
9%
9%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
17%
80%
3%
0%
0%

STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO/URBAN
42%
50%
8%
0%
0%

RURAL
14%
86%
0%
0%
0%

When looking at the responses provided by all surveyed agencies, urban and rural agencies had the
most significant level of understanding (17% each), but rural agencies had the highest level of general
understand (97%). Metropolitan agencies had the highest level of both significant lack in understanding
and general lack in understanding; 7% and 14% respectively. The rural agencies were the only grouping
that didn’t indicate any level of certain lack in understanding.
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In comparing county sheriff office responses, metro/urban agencies had the most significant
level of understanding at a 42% as compared to a 14% response provided by rural county sheriff
departments. However, rural agencies had a better general understanding of what a UDWR
conservation officer’s goals and responsibilities are as 100% of rural sheriff department responses
indicated some level of understanding where only 92% of metro/urban sheriff offices claimed to have
the same level of understanding.
Overall, a clear majority of the sheriff departments have an understanding of the goals and
responsibilities of a UDWR conservation officer. The same is seen when comparing all survey
responses (sheriff departments and municipal departments combined).
Question #3: I understand the differences in goals and responsibilities of a UDWR Conservation
Officer as opposed to those of a Utah Division of Parks and Recreation (UDPR) Park Ranger.
All Law Enforcement Agencies
STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO
31%
24%
14%
14%
17%

URBAN
35%
30%
22%
13%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
60%
30%
3%
7%
0%

STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO/URBAN
33%
8%
33%
17%
8%

RURAL
71%
21%
0%
7%
0%

In analyzing data provided by all the surveyed agencies, the more populated an area (based on
populous grouping), the less knowledgeable a given agency was regarding their understanding of UDWR
conservation officer’s v UDPR park rangers, with rural law enforcement departments showing the most
significant level of understanding (60%) as well as the highest level of overall understanding (90%). Rural
agencies were followed by urban agencies (35% and 65%) and lastly by metropolitan agencies (31% and
55%). Rural county sheriff departments showed both the most significant level of understanding (71%)
and best overall understanding (92%) as compared to the metro/urban sheriff departments (33% and 41% ,
respectively).
When taking all surveyed agencies responses into account, a majority of all three populous
categories understand the difference between a UDWR conservation officer and a UDPR park ranger
14

with rural agencies have a significantly stronger understanding than the other two categories. As was
seen in the previous question, metropolitan agencies lack in understanding more so than any other
populous category. A different result is seen when looking and sheriff department only responses.
Most of the metro/urban sheriff departments don’t understand the differences between conservation
officers and park rangers, but rural sheriff departments still maintain a high level of understanding on
this topic.
Question #4: I understand the differences in goals and responsibilities of a UDWR
Conservation Officer as opposed to those of a UDWR Biologist.
All Law Enforcement Agencies
STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO
21%
38%
21%
7%
14%

URBAN
22%
35%
26%
13%
4%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
40%
43%
17%
0%
0%

STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO/URBAN
33%
33%
8%
25%
0%

RURAL
36%
43%
21%
0%
0%

The same pattern was seen when asking agencies about their understanding of the differences
between the goals and responsibilities of a UDWR conservation officer and UDWR biologist; the more
populated the area is a given agency oversees, the less they understand the differences between UDWR
conservation officers and UDWR biologists. Looking at the all-agency data for surveyed agencies shows,
again, rural agencies have the most significant level of understanding (40%) and highest level of general
understanding (83%), while urban and metropolitan agency results were very comparable (21% and 59% v
21% and 57%). No rural agency indicated lack of knowledge (“disagree”) on the topic.
For county sheriff departments, rural departments show a more significant level of understanding
(36%) and better general understanding (79%) than do metro/urban sheriff departments (33% and 66%),
although they are relatively comparable.
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Question #13: Have you ever contacted a UDWR Conservation Officer for information or
assistance?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
YES
NO

METRO
69%
31%

URBAN
100%
0%

RURAL
100%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
YES
NO

METRO/URBAN
92%
8%

RURAL
100%
0%

When looking at all surveyed agencies, 100% of both rural and urban police agencies have
contacted a conservation officer for assistance while only 69% of metropolitan agencies have done so.
Rural county sheriff departments showed a higher level of interaction with UDWR conservation officers as
determined by Question #13 (Appendix A) than did metro/urban sheriff departments where 100% of rural
county sheriff departments have contacted a UDWR conservation officer for assistance while 92% of
metro/urban agencies had done the same.
Question #17: To what extent do you believe officers within your department are prepared
to detect a wildlife-related crime?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
ALL COULD
MOST COULD
FEW COULD
NONE COULD

METRO
0%
52%
48%
0%

URBAN
9%
57%
35%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
33%
57%
10%
0%

ALL COULD
MOST COULD
FEW COULD
NONE COULD

METRO/URBAN
8%
67%
25%
0%

RURAL
29%
57%
14%
0%

When looking at all surveyed enforcement agencies’ abilities to detect wildlife crimes, the pattern
doesn’t change from the patterns seen above. Rural agencies are most knowledgeable in their ability to
detect wildlife-related crimes with 33% of the rural surveyed agencies feeling all their officers could
identify a wildlife crime; 90% of the rural agencies felt all or most of their officers could detect wildliferelated crimes. These results were followed by urban agency results (9% and 66%) and lastly metropolitan
agencies (0% and 52%) respectively.
Again, rural county sheriff departments showed the most significant level of understanding,
indicating 29% of rural sheriff departments felt all their officers could identify a wildlife crime. Rural
county sheriff departments also had the highest percentage of general understanding, indicating that 86%
16

felt either all or most of their officers could identify a wildlife-related crime. Only 8% of metro/urban
sheriff offices felt all their officers could identify a wildlife crime, but 75% felt all or most of their officers
could do the like.

Baseline #2: The perceived value of wildlife law enforcement within the broader law enforcement
community
For this baseline, five questions were asked to aid in deciding how valuable wildlife law
enforcement is to different enforcement agencies throughout the state. Questions in this section touch on
how significant a role conservation officers play within a given jurisdiction, if conservation officers should
spend their time enforcing wildlife crimes or helping other agencies, how important the enforcement of
wildlife crimes are in the eyes of surveyed agencies, and if a given agency expects their officers to contact
a UDWR conservation officer if questions arise after detecting a wildlife crime. By compiling these
results, it can be better determined whether surveyed agencies feel wildlife crimes and their enforcement
are important.
The overall views of surveyed agencies show there is a high level of value placed on the

enforcement of wildlife-related laws. While most metropolitan agencies don’t necessarily agree that
UDWR conservation officers play a significant role in their jurisdiction, most survey respondents
regardless of populous grouping do feel it is important for conservation officers to enforce wildlife crimes
and that it is valuable for conservation officers to assist other agencies. Additionally, all surveyed sheriffs
expect their officers to contact a conservation officer if questions relating to a wildlife-related crime arise.
Metropolitan agencies were the only group that had responses indicating they did not expect their officers
to contact a conservation officer with questions. They were also the only group to indicate it was not
important for conservation officers to assist other agencies.
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Question #2: UDWR Conservation Officers play a significant role in my jurisdiction.

All Law Enforcement Agencies
STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO
14%
34%
17%
21%
14%

URBAN
43%
35%
4%
17%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
37%
40%
3%
20%
0%

STRONGLY AGREE
SOMEWHAT AGREE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

METRO/URBAN
42%
33%
25%
0%
0%

RURAL
43%
43%
7%
7%
0%

In the all-agency data, metropolitan agencies feel that conservation officers lacked in
significance at a much higher rate than other surveyed categories and were the only category
that indicated conservations officers aren’t of any significance to their agency. Urban and rural
responses were nearly identical to each other with greater than 75% of respondents in each
category feeling conservation officer play a significant role in their jurisdiction.
Surprisingly, as it pertains to county sheriff departments, the only grouping that indicated UDWR
conservation officers were somewhat insignificant was the rural grouping (7%). Despite this opinion, rural
county sheriffs had the strongest opinions within surveyed sheriff departments that conservation officers
play a significant role in their jurisdiction (86%) when compared to metro/urban responses (75%). The
most indicative place where improvement could in this question is the 25% of metro/urban sheriff
departments that were uncertain if UDWR conservation officers play a significant role in their jurisdiction.
Overall, urban agencies in the all-agency data had a stronger response for “strongly agree” that
conservation officers play a significant role in their area than was expected (especially compared to the
rural departments) and at current it is unknown why. One possible explanation for this is the fact that rural
law enforcement agencies may have a strong opinion that their officers are capable of detecting wildliferelated crimes; stronger than is expressed by urban and metropolitan departments. Due to this, perhaps
rural agencies are more likely to address wildlife violations on their own.
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Question #8: How important is it to your agency that UDWR conservation officers spend their
time enforcing outdoor/wildlife-related activities
All Law Enforcement Agencies
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
MODERATELY IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

METRO
72%
28%
0%
0%

URBAN
74%
26%
0%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
87%
13%
0%
0%

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
MODERATELY IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

METRO/URBAN
67%
33%
0%
0%

RURAL
79%
21%
0%
0%

All surveyed agencies (non-county and county, alike) feel it is important that UDWR conservation
officers spend their time enforcing outdoor/wildlife-related activities. Rural agencies in both the allagency analysis and the sheriff department only analysis had slightly higher responses for “extremely
important” than did the other agencies but overall, responses were similar throughout. As it applies to the
all-agency data, rural agencies showed the strongest response that it was extremely important that
conservation officers enforce outdoor and wildlife regulations (87% overall). Metropolitan and urban
agencies were comparable at 72% and 74% respectively. The unanimous responses from all surveyed
agencies supporting conservation officers enforcing wildlife regulations are likely based on the fact other
law enforcement agencies understand UDWR conservation officers were hired to enforce wildlife
regulations and for that reason feel it important they do so.
Question #9: Assisting other agencies within their jurisdiction
All Law Enforcement Agencies
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
MODERATELY IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

METRO
38%
41%
14%
7%

URBAN
52%
26%
22%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
40%
47%
13%
0%

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
MODERATELY IMPORTANT
SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

METRO/URBAN
50%
25%
25%
0%

RURAL
64%
29%
7%
0%

Results varied when it came to the question of if UDWR conservation officers should spend
their time assisting other agencies within a given enforcement area. When looking at the results for
all surveyed agencies, the metropolitan grouping is the only grouping that indicated conservation
officer help is not important at all (7%). Urban and rural agencies all agreed there is some level of
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importance that conservation officers assist their agencies with urban agencies showing the
strongest response for “extremely important” (52%). Overall, it is difficult to differentiate which
category of agency feels more strongly that conservation officers should assist their agency. While
urban agencies had the highest percentage of votes for “extremely important” at 52% v. rural
department’s 40% and metropolitan department’s 38%; all three categories are very similar overall.
When looking at county law enforcement responses, 100% of the agencies felt there was
some level of importance (extremely, moderately, or slightly important) that conservation officers
assist their agency. Results also show that rural county law enforcement agencies had a higher
percentage of responses under “extremely important” (64%) than is indicated by metro/urban county
agencies (50%).
Question #10: How important is the enforcement of wildlife regulations to you and your
agency?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
VERY IMPORTANT
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
NEUTRAL
SOMEWHAT NOT IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

METRO
45%
31%
14%
0%
10%

URBAN
70%
22%
4%
0%
0%

County Sheriff Departments

RURAL
67%
20%
13%
0%
0%

VERY IMPORTANT
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
NEUTRAL
SOMEWHAT NOT IMPORTANT
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

METRO/URBAN
67%
33%
0%
0%
0%

RURAL
79%
7%
14%
0%
0%

When looking at the responses of all surveyed agencies, urban agencies had the highest percentage
of responses for “very important” (70%) followed closely by rural agencies (67%) and lastly by
metropolitan agencies (45%). The general opinion of importance (responses of “very important” and
“somewhat important”) followed the same pattern with urban agencies having the highest opinion of
importance, followed by rural and then metropolitan. Metropolitan agencies showed a 10% response for
“not important at all” but in analyzing follow-up questions, virtually all “not important at all” respondents
indicated they responded as such because they don’t have any wildlife-related activities within their
jurisdiction and not because they think that the act of wildlife enforcement isn’t important in general.
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In evaluation of responses provided by sheriff departments, 79% of rural county sheriff
departments felt wildlife enforcement was “very important” to their agency while metro/urban responded
with 67%. However, 14% of rural sheriff departments took a “neutral” stance on their belief regarding the
importance of wildlife enforcement. This is a surprising result as wildlife-related activities are more
readily prevalent in rural counties and it was thought rural sheriff departments would place an overall
higher rating on its enforcement.
In summary, it was surprising to find that urban departments within the all-agency data set held
wildlife law enforcement in higher regard than did rural agencies based on survey responses falling within
the “very important” and “somewhat important” response categories.
Question #21: Do you expect an officer within your agency who identifies a wildliferelated crime to contact the local UDWR Conservation Officer if questions/concerns
arise?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
YES
NO

METRO
93%
7%

URBAN
100%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
100%
0%

YES
NO

METRO/URBAN
100%
0%

RURAL
100%
0%

Nearly all law enforcement agencies throughout the state (municipalities and sheriff departments
alike) expect their officers to contact a UDWR conservation officer if questions arise pertaining to a
wildlife-related crime. The large majority of the 7% of metropolitan law enforcement agencies that stated
they would not expect their officers to contact a conservation officer was determined by a subsequent
question not to have any wildlife-related activities that routinely occur in their area. Because they didn’t
feel they would ever have a reason to call a conservation officer, they answered “No.”
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Baseline #3: Impediments to cooperative work efforts between the UDWR law enforcement section and
other law enforcement agencies within the state; combined with
Baseline #4: Perceived shortcomings of UDWR in the eyes of different law enforcement agencies
Actual or perceived shortcomings on behalf of UDWR conservation officers can directly affect
cooperative work efforts with other law enforcement agencies. A lack of understanding about who
conservation officers are and what they do can also lead to a lack of cooperation between groups. These
two baselines were analyzed together through the responses to 11 questions. These 11 questions covered
topic such as: How effective are UDWR conservation officers at addressing wildlife-related enforcement
issues? Why isn’t wildlife enforcement important to your agency? How effectively do UDWR
conservation officers communicate with officers working your agency? Have you ever contacted a
UDWR conservation officer and if so, how would you rate your interaction? Are officers within your
agency familiar with the local UDWR conservation officer? Are your officers likely to report a detected
wildlife-related crime to a UDWR conservation officer? Do you expect an officer who works for your
agency to contact a UDWR conservation officer if questions pertaining to a wildlife-related crime arise?
By analyzing how surveyed agencies respond to these questions, the UDWR law enforcement section can
gain an overall perception of how they are viewed by traditional police agencies.
The leading cause for a lack in cooperation appears to be that traditional law enforcement agencies
do not know who the UDWR conservation officer is in their jurisdiction. Rural agencies were the only
surveyed grouping that had a majority response showing they knew the local conservation officer. Despite
this lack of familiarity, most traditional law enforcement agencies would contact the local conservation
officer if they knew him or her. Nearly every sheriff and chief who provided a response expects their
officers to contact the local conservation officer when wildlife questions arise.
Previous responses indicate that a fair number of agencies, particularly metropolitan agencies,
don’t fully understand what a conservation officer does. Those agencies that have contacted a
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conservation officer with questions have rated their interaction as overwhelmingly positive. As for how
well UDWR conservation officers communicate with traditional law enforcement agencies the results are a
little different. While most sheriffs say communication between their agency and UDWR conservation
officers is effective, most metropolitan agencies disagree, claiming communication between the two
agencies is not effective.
Question #5: Which of the following activities occur within your jurisdiction that warrant a UDWR
Conservation Officer’s attention? (Please check all that apply).
All Law Enforcement Agencies
HUNTING
FISHING
TRAPPING
WILDLIFE PUBLIC SAFETY
OTHER*

METRO
62%
55%
21%
66%
17%

URBAN
78%
74%
57%
96%
17%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
80%
70%
60%
83%
3%

HUNTING
FISHING
TRAPPING
WILDLIFE PUBLIC SAFETY
OTHER*

METRO/URBAN
100%
100%
92%
92%
8%

RURAL
100%
100%
93%
93%
0%

While it can’t be identified by the tables above, nearly all agencies that participated in this survey
have some form of wildlife-related activity occurring within their jurisdictions that require a conservation
officer’s attention. Virtually all the topics of concern specified as “other” for both sets of data analysis are
geared towards job responsibilities commonly addressed by UDWR biologists and technicians and aren’t
law enforcement specific concerns. These items include but are not limited to: deer hit by vehicles or deer
residing in developed areas. However, conservation officers would address these concerns instead of
biologists or technicians in rural communities or within Washington County. In these areas, conservation
officers are more likely to respond to non-law enforcement issues due to the fact rural areas and
Washington County don’t have technicians to address nuisance animal complaints.
One item of interest that can be obtained from both data sets is that some agencies don’t have a
firm understanding of what wildlife-related activities occur within their jurisdiction. In the all-agency data
set one such occurrence involving a municipal police indicated the given city doesn’t have any wildliferelated activities in their jurisdiction, so they responded with “other”. However, this city has a Community
Fishery that is among the highest used in the state.

If you look at responses provided by sheriff
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departments you will see that 8% of metro/urban sheriff departments stated they don’t have trapping and
wildlife public safety issues in their jurisdiction. Every county in the state of Utah has trapping, and
metro/urban counties most certainly will have some level of wildlife public safety issues various times
throughout the year(s). The same goes for rural county sheriff departments; they will all have trapping and
likely have wildlife public safety concerns, but it is possible some counties are so remotely populated that
safety concerns are not known of by the county sheriff.
Question #6: How effective have UDWR Conservation Officers been in dealing with the activities
in the previous question?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
VERY EFFECTIVE
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT INEFFECTIVE
VERY INEFFECTIVE

METRO
14%
34%
45%
0%
7%

URBAN
43%
30%
13%
9%
4%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
63%
27%
10%
0%
0%

VERY EFFECTIVE
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT INEFFECTIVE
VERY INEFFECTIVE

METRO/URBAN
25%
25%
33%
8%
8%

RURAN
71%
29%
0%
0%
0%

Based on survey results compiled from all surveyed agencies, UDWR conservation officer’s in
rural areas are more effective at accomplishing these tasks (90% of rural agencies answered, “very
effective” or “somewhat effective”) than they are in urban (73%) and metropolitan area (48%). Similar
results are seen for the county-only results where 100% of rural county sheriff departments answered,
“very effective” or “somewhat effective” while only 50% of metro/urban county agencies answered with
the same confidence.
As for “very ineffective” or “somewhat ineffective” responses, the results for all surveyed agencies
showed that rural departments were the only surveyed group for this data set with 0% response for these
two options. While minimal, metropolitan and urban agencies did indicate a level of ineffectiveness. The
same results were seen within the county only responses. In short, rural agencies (county and non-county
alike) feel that UDWR conservation officers are more effective in addressing wildlife-related activities
than do metropolitan and urban departments.
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Question #7: Please provide detailed examples where the performance of UDWR Conservation
Officers was less than effective
“Effectiveness depends on the officer, but overall the conservation officers lack in their ability to
communicate well with citizens. There have been numerous times UDWR officers do not return calls, or
they wait several or many days to return calls to citizens. This needs to change” – Response from an urban
sheriff’s department

“We don’t have anything in [our city]” – Response from a metropolitan municipal police department

“They are typically unavailable to respond” – Response from a metropolitan municipal police department

“General” – Response from an urban sheriff’s department

“The enforcement group in [our city] has been very transient, leaving many unfamiliar with [our cities]
issues. We often fall behind in matters of importance as the officers are busy with the areas of higher call
volume or enforcement expectations” Response from an urban municipal police department

Agencies that felt UDWR conservation officers lacked in effectiveness when dealing with wildliferelated activities indicated their beliefs were such due to UDWR conservation officers lack in
responsiveness. There were also some responses that didn’t provide specifics why a responding agency
felt conservation officers were ineffective (a response of “General”) and another that stated they didn’t
have anything [wildlife-related] within their jurisdiction.
Question #11: Please explain why enforcement of wildlife regulations is not important to you
and/or your agency
Virtually all the respondents indicating wildlife law enforcement was not important to their agency
clarified their response by stating they don’t have any wildlife-related activities within their jurisdiction
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that require conservation officer attention. All such responses were from metropolitan departments and the
responses are as follows:
“We are an urban area” – Response from a metropolitan municipal police department

“This is not typically an issue within the city limits” – Response from a metropolitan municipal police
department

“No hunting, fishing, trapping or anything involving wildlife occurs in this jurisdiction” – Response from a
metropolitan municipal police department
Question #12: How effective are UDWR Conservation Officers at
interacting/communicating with officers in your agency?
All Law Enforcement Departments

VERY EFFECTIVE
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT INEFFECTIVE
VERY INEFFECTIVE

METRO
17%
38%
31%
3%
10%

URBAN
39%
35%
9%
17%
0%

County Sheriff Departments

RURAL
60%
27%
3%
7%
3%

VERY EFFECTIVE
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT INEFFECTIVE
VERY INEFFECTIVE

METRO/URBAN
42%
25%
0%
33%
0%

RURAL
64%
36%
0%
0%
0%

UDWR conservation officers fail to interact and communicate most significantly with sheriff
departments in the metro/urban category. However, while most survey respondents within each category
feel UDWR conservation officers are effective at communicating with officers in their agency, all
categories (except for rural sheriff departments) expressed some level of ineffectiveness when discussing a
conservation officer’s ability to communicate with their agency.
Question #13: Have you ever contacted a UDWR Conservation Officer for information or
assistance?
The results for this question have already been detailed in Baseline #1, Question #13, on page 16.
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Question #14: How would you rate your interaction?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
EXTREMELY POSITIVE
SOMEWHAT POSITIVE
NEUTRAL
SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE
EXTREMELY NEGATIVE

METRO
60%
35%
5%
0%
0%

URBAN
57%
39%
0%
4%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
83%
13%
3%
0%
0%

EXTREMELY POSITIVE
SOMEWHAT POSITIVE
NEUTRAL
SOMEWHAT NEGATIVE
EXTREMELY NEGATIVE

METRO/URBAN
55%
36%
0%
9%
0%

RURAL
86%
14%
0%
0%
0%

With the exception of one respondent, all agencies have had positive interactions with UDWR
conservation officers. As is the case with most data sets examined in this survey, the highest satisfaction
rating (“extremely positive”) is observed within the rural departments; both all-agency data and county
only data.
Question #18: Are the officers within your agency who can identify a wildlife-related crime
familiar with the local UDWR Conservation Officer in their area?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
YES
UNCERTAIN
NO

METRO
24%
59%
17%

URBAN
48%
52%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
83%
13%
3%

YES
UNCERTAIN
NO

METRO/URBAN
67%
33%
0%

RURAL
100%
0%
0%

As it pertains to the surveyed agencies knowing the local conservation officer is, rural agencies in
both data sets far exceed the knowledge of metropolitan and urban agencies. All rural sheriff departments
know the local conservation officer and this survey grouping is the only agency category in either data set
to exhibit this level of knowledge. Metropolitan agencies in the all-agency data set know the local UDWR
conservation officer far less often than other agency categories in this survey. This is likely because the
bigger a given surveyed agency is, the less likely their will know the local conservation officer.
Question #19: If one of your officers detected a wildlife-related crime how likely would he/she be
to report the crime to a UDWR Conservation Officer?
All Law Enforcement Agencies
County Sheriff Departments
HIGHLY LIKELY
SOMEWHAT LIKELY
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
HIGHLY UNLIKELY

METRO
66%
24%
3%
3%
3%

URBAN
83%
17%
0%
0%
0%

RURAL
80%
20%
0%
0%
0%
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HIGHLY LIKELY
SOMEWHAT LIKELY
UNCERTAIN
SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY
HIGHLY UNLIKELY

METRO/URBAN
83%
17%
0%
0%
0%

RURAL
79%
21%
0%
0%
0%

The only agency grouping to answer, “somewhat unlikely” or “highly unlikely” regarding if their
officers would contact a conservation officer if a wildlife crime were identified was the metropolitan
grouping in the all-agency data set. Their responses to question #20 below indicate they answered this
way because they wouldn’t know who to call. All other respondents in both data sets are likely to contact
a UDWR conservation officer if they encounter a wildlife-related crime. It’s apparent that traditional law
enforcement agencies would willingly contact a UDWR conservation officer if they encountered a
wildlife-related crime, if they know who to call.
Question #20: Why would your officer be "Somewhat Unlikely" or "Highly Unlikely" to report a
detected wildlife crime to a UDWR Conservation Officer?
“Do not know who to report it. Unfamiliar with the UDWR agency” – Response from a metropolitan
municipal police agency

“Wouldn’t know who to call or when” – Response from a metropolitan municipal police agency

The only reason a given agency wouldn’t contact a UDWR conservation officer if a wildliferelated crime was detected is because they wouldn’t know who they needed to call. If a given agency was
aware of who the local conservation officer is, virtually 100% of agencies would contact the appropriate
UDWR conservation officer.
Question #21: Do you expect an officer within your agency who identifies a wildliferelated crime to contact the local UDWR Conservation Officer if questions/concerns
arise?
The results for this question have already been detailed in Baseline #2, Question #21 on page 21.
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Baseline #5: How to close the knowledge gap between agencies to produce a more cohesive and
effective field enforcement effort; combined with
Baseline #6: How to maintain these working relationships once they have been created
The goal of this survey is to close knowledge gaps, create positive working relationships between
the UDWR law enforcement section and traditional enforcement agencies and maintain those relationships
into the future. To do this there needs to be positive interactions and statistics from this survey show that
when a traditional law enforcement agency interacts with a conservation officer the result is
overwhelmingly positive. However, these relationships are difficult to build if traditional agencies don’t
know the local conservation officer(s). As it pertains to getting to know fellow agencies, traditional
agencies offered recommendations for how UDWR conservation officers could improve in this goal. The
results were that sheriff departments felt improved communication in the field and office would be the best
median for relationship improvement. When taking all agency responses into consideration field
communication and cooperative trainings between two agencies were the most highly recommended
options.
Question #14: How would you rate your interaction? [as a follow-up question to #13: “Have you
ever contacted a UDWR Conservation officer for information or assistance?”]
The results for this question have already been detailed in Question #14 in Baselines #3 and #4 on page 27.
Question #18: Are the officers within your agency who can identify a wildlife-related crime
familiar with the local UDWR Conservation Officer in their area?
The results for this question have already been detailed in Question #18 in Baselines #3 and #4 on page 27.
Question #26: The goal of this survey is to better learn how to improve UDWR Law Enforcement
relationships with other law enforcement agencies throughout the state. How would you
recommend we improve relationships with your agency?
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All Law Enforcement Agencies
DOING GREAT. NO CHANGE
IMPROVE RESPONSIVENESS
IMPROVE COMMUNICATION IN FIELD AND/OR IN OFFICE
COOPERATIVE TRAINING TO INCLUDE UDWR EDUCATION
LIMIT OFFICERS TO ASSIGNED AREAS
INCREASE OFF DUTY INTERACTION
OTHER: PROVIDE BACKING FOR CITY DISCHARGE ORD.
NOT APPLICABLE
NO RESPONSE PROVIDED

METRO
4%
0%
14%
14%
0%
0%
2%
4%
62%

URBAN
9%
7%
5%
11%
0%
0%
0%
0%
68%

RURAL
13%
2%
5%
4%
2%
2%
0%
4%
68%

Overall, very few law enforcement agencies felt that there was nothing that could be done to
improve interactions between the UDWR and their agency. The largest percentage of agencies in each
category felt that improved communication in the field and training together more would be the most
beneficial in improving relationships; except for the urban agencies where improved responsiveness was
the second highest sought after improvement. Those agencies who didn’t answer may have a good
relationship or potentially no interest in improving what relationship is present; good, bad or indifferent.
County Sheriff Departments
DOING GREAT. NO CHANGE
IMPROVE RESPONSIVENESS
IMPROVE COMMUNICATION IN FIELD AND/OR IN OFFICE
COOPERATIVE TRAINING TO INCLUDE UDWR EDUCATION
LIMIT OFFICERS TO ASSIGNED AREAS
INCREASE OFF DUTY INTERACTION
OTHER: PROVIDE BACKING FOR CITY DISCHARGE ORD.
NOT APPLICABLE
NO RESPONSE PROVIDED

METRO/URBAN
17%
11%
11%
11%
0%
0%
0%
0%
50%

RURAL
22%
0%
11%
0%
6%
6%
0%
6%
49%

As it pertains to the sheriff offices that responded to this question, metro/urban sheriff departments
recommend improved responsiveness (11%), improved communication in the field/office (11%) and
cooperative training efforts (11%) should be the items UDWR conservation officers concentrate on to
improve working relationships with fellow law enforcement agencies. Rural sheriff office’s felt improved
communication in the field (11%) was the most valuable inclusion to build better working relationships.
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Those agencies who didn’t answer may have a good relationship or potentially no interest in improving
what relationship is present; good, bad or otherwise.
ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS:
Questions and other items of discussion covered in this section are not directly related to baseline
goals and objectives but offer valuable insight into how UDWR conservation officers and the teams they
create (K-9 team, dive team and Emergency Response Group [ERG]) can help other agencies throughout
the state. The section will also cover a common issue throughout the state regarding enacted city
ordinances regarding wildlife-related activities and who should address violations of enacted ordinances;
conservation officers or officers working for the city that created the ordinance.
In comparing how familiar surveyed agencies are with specialty teams (K-9, Dive, and ERG)
housed within the UDWR Law Enforcement Section, the following was shown:
As it pertains to the K-9 team (Question #22):
All Law Enforcement Agencies
FAMILIAR
MODERATELY FAMILIAR
NOT FAMILIAR

METRO
7%
17%
76%

URBAN
13%
26%
61%

County Sheriff Departments

RURAL
3%
17%
80%

FAMILIAR
MODERATELY FAMILIAR
NOT FAMILIAR

METRO/URBAN
8%
33%
58%

RURAL
0%
14%
86%

In both data sets, rural agencies are less familiar with the K-9 team than any other category of
agency. While there is essentially no category of agency that is exceptionally familiar with this team,
overall, the urban agencies in the all-agency data set and the sheriff departments data set show the
strongest indication of knowledge. This is potentially linked to the fact that the K-9 program, as it stands
now, is limited to a small number of UDWR conservation officers and their K-9. In all cases these
partnerships are housed within the “urban” populous.
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As it pertained to the dive team (Question #23):
All Law Enforcement Agencies
FAMILIAR
MODERATELY FAMILIAR
NOT FAMILIAR

METRO
7%
31%
62%

URBAN
0%
17%
83%

County Sheriff Departments

RURAL
3%
30%
67%

FAMILIAR
MODERATELY FAMILIAR
NOT FAMILIAR

METRO/URBAN
8%
42%
50%

RURAL
0%
29%
71%

While the dive team is a newer team within the UDWR ranks in comparison to the ERG team, it is
more well-known. The strongest level of knowledge pertaining to the UDWR dive team is held by the
metro/urban sheriff departments where half of these agencies are familiar with the team. Knowledge is
limited in all other agency categories; especially in urban law enforcement agencies within the all-agency
data set.
As it pertained to the Emergency Response Group (ERG) team:
All Law Enforcement Agencies
FAMILIAR
MODERATELY FAMILIAR
NOT FAMILIAR

METRO
3%
24%
72%

URBAN
0%
13%
87%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
3%
23%
73%

FAMILIAR
MODERATELY FAMILIAR
NOT FAMILIAR

METRO/URBAN
8%
33%
58%

RURAL
0%
21%
79%

Most of the surveyed agencies are not familiar with the UDWR’s ERG team. As for the all-agency
data, the urban agencies lack knowledge most significantly with metropolitan and rural agencies recording
nearly identical knowledge. However, in the sheriff departments data, the rural agencies hold the lowest
level of knowledge.
When surveyed agencies were asked if they were interested in learning more about any of the
teams housed within the UDWR’s Law Enforcement Section, the following responses were shown:
All Law Enforcement Agencies
K-9
DIVE TEAM
ERG

METRO
48%
34%
52%

URBAN
52%
57%
78%

County Sheriff Departments

RURAL
30%
30%
43%

K-9
DIVE TEAM
ERG

METRO/URBAN
50%
67%
58%

RURAL
29%
43%
43%

Urban agencies in the all-agency data have the strongest interest in learning more about teams
housed within the UDWR. Rural agencies in both data sets showed the least interest. When considering
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all law enforcement agencies and the team they desired to learn the most about, the strongest interest in
additional information was for the ERG team; while county sheriff departments had the strongest interest
in the dive team.
Two additional questions were asked in this section to gain an understanding of if surveyed
agencies want the assistance of conservation officers to address wildlife-related violations that are solely
city or county ordinance violations. UDWR conservation officers are state law enforcement officers
whom most commonly enforce state law. Local county and/or city law enforcement agencies are typically
the agencies that would enforce their own county and/or city ordinances.
Question #15: Within your jurisdiction do you have local ordinances restricting the public’s ability
to hunt, fish and/or trap in certain locations or at certain times when the activity would otherwise
be legal in terms of state wildlife regulations? (i.e., No shooting within city limits, no hunting
within city limits, time closures in parks that provide fishing opportunities, etc.).
All Law Enforcement Agencies
METRO
90%
10%

YES
NO

URBAN
91%
9%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
70%
30%

METRO/URBAN
83%
17%

YES
NO

RURAL
64%
36%

An overwhelming number of the surveyed agencies have county and/or city ordinances that limit
the general public’s ability to hunt, fish or trap within their jurisdiction. Rural counties show the lowest
level of restrictions as it pertains to limiting the public’s ability to hunt, fish and trap.
Question #16: Who do you feel should have primary responsibility for addressing violations of a
local ordinance by a member of the public who is participating in a wildlife-related activity?
(Hunting, fishing, trapping, etc.)
All Law Enforcement Agencies
ONLY LOCAL AGENCY
ONLY UDWR
COMBINATION OF LOCAL AND UDWR
OTHER

METRO
8%
4%
88%
0%

URBAN
0%
0%
100%
0%

County Sheriff Departments
RURAL
0%
10%
90%
0%
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ONLY LOCAL AGENCY
ONLY UDWR
COMBINATION OF LOCAL AND UDWR
OTHER

METRO/URBAN
0%
0%
100%
0%

RURAL
0%
0%
100%
0%

All county sheriff departments who have ordinances involving wildlife-related activities (hunting,
fishing and/or trapping) feel violations should be enforced collaboratively with assistance from both
agencies.
In the all-agency data, the only category that stated the issues should only be addressed by the local
jurisdiction and not a conservation officer was the metropolitan group (8% of responses). Ten percent of
rural and 4% of metropolitan responses felt that only a conservation officer should address the issues. As
was stated earlier, very few county and/or city ordinances have been incorporated into hunting, fishing and
or trapping regulations regulated by the UDWR. In cases where ordinances have not been incorporated by
the UDWR into statewide regulations, the only reason such activities are a violation is due to the creation
of a county and/city ordinance which most typically is solely addressed by officers who work for the
agency that created the ordinance; not by a UDWR conservation officer.
DISCUSSION
BASELINE FINDINGS:
As far as could be determined, there is no published research that considers the relationships
between conservation officers (actual title may vary by state) and officers that work for traditional law
enforcement agencies; nationwide nor within the state of Utah specifically. Because of the lack of
research, this project was an exploratory survey to gain a basic understanding of six key baselines: 1) the
knowledge other agencies have regarding wildlife law enforcement, 2) the perceived value of wildlife law
enforcement within the broader law enforcement community, 3) impediments to cooperative work efforts,
4) perceived shortcomings of UDWR in the eyes of different agencies, 5) how to close the knowledge gap
between agencies to produce a more cohesive and effective field enforcement effort, and 6) how to
maintain these working relationships once they have been created. As stated previously, I combined
baseline 3 and 4 as well as 5 and 6 for results and discussion.
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By creating the six baselines and separating the surveyed law enforcement agencies into
metropolitan, urban and rural groupings, it made it theoretically possible to determine which agency
grouping (metropolitan, urban or rural) lack, or potentially excelled, in their understanding of each topic of
interest. From collected results, the UDWR law enforcement section can formulate a response (trainings,
meetings, etc.) to better educate given group(s) of agencies on the baseline they indicated a lack in
understanding. The conclusions generated from survey responses for each baseline are as follows:

Baseline #1: The knowledge other law enforcement agencies have regarding wildlife law enforcement
As it applies to this baseline it is rather apparent that the knowledge of UDWR conservation officer
goals and responsibilities tends to be tied to the populous under which a given agency operates. The more
rural the population, the more knowledgeable a given agency tends to be on the topic of UDWR
conservation officers. Rural agencies, both county and non-county, have the best overall understanding of
UDWR conservation officers’ goals and responsibilities and how the goals of a UDWR conservation
officer differ from those of a UDPR park ranger and UDWR biologist; two sections for which UDWR
conservation officers are commonly confused. The one strong contradiction to this pattern is the fact that
nearly half of metro/urban sheriff departments claim to have a strong understanding of what a UDWR
conservation officer’s goals and responsibilities are as compared to the rural sheriff department’s response
of 14%. Yet, when the same metro/urban sheriff departments were asked their knowledge levels
pertaining to UDWR conservation officers and how they differ from UDPR park rangers and UDWR
biologists these agencies routinely lacked knowledge in these comparisons where rural sheriff department
results were consistent throughout. It is unknown why metropolitan/urban sheriff office’s claim to have a
better understanding of what a UDWR conservation officer does when compared to rural sheriff
departments, but their responses to other questions in this section indicate they may not have as strong a
knowledge as they initially believed.
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It was also shown that rural agencies are more likely to be able to detect wildlife-related violations
on their own than are urban and metropolitan agencies. It is likely that rural agencies knowledge of a
UDWR conservation officer’s goals and responsibilities as compared to UDPR park rangers and UDWR
biologists and their knowledge and understanding of wildlife law are associated with their elevated levels
of interaction with conservation officers; as it was shown rural agencies interact with conservation officers
more routinely than do metropolitan and urban agencies.
In addition to higher rates of communication with UDWR conservation officers, here are some
additional options as to why rural departments have a greater knowledge of UDWR conservation officers
and wildlife law in general: 1) rural communities are small making it more likely officers working for
these agencies will interact both professionally and personally with UDWR officers giving UDWR officers
more opportunity to educate traditional law enforcement officers on wildlife law, 2) officers from rural
communities are assumed to be more likely to engage in wildlife-related activities making it more likely
they will come in contact with UDWR conservation officers in the field while engaged in personal, offduty interests, 3) because it is assumed rural, non-UDWR enforcement officers are more likely to
participate in wildlife-related activities on personal time, it is possible they understand wildlife laws and
regulations more than metropolitan and urban officers who may be less likely to participate in wildliferelated activities on personal time, and 4) UDWR conservation officers tend to intact with a higher
percentage of the enforcement workforce rural communities due to the lower number of total law
enforcement officers available in rural areas, again, allowing for increased levels of interaction between
agencies.
Efforts to improve statewide relationships pertaining to this baseline would need to start with the
educating of metropolitan and, to a lesser extent but equally important, urban law enforcement agencies.
While less wildlife-related activities may take place in metropolitan and urban enforcement areas, most of
the state’s population lives in metropolitan and urban communities. It is known that traditional
enforcement officers contact and interact with individual returning to their residences after having
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participated in a wildlife-related activity and if UDWR law enforcement personnel can educate
metropolitan and urban enforcement officers on what to look for and, at a minimum, who to contact if a
wildlife crime is observed, detection rates statewide would likely increase.

Baseline #2: The perceived value of wildlife law enforcement within the broader law enforcement
community
In a surprising response it was found that urban law enforcement agencies placed an equal or
higher value on wildlife law enforcement than did rural agencies, and in many cases far surpassed the
value granted by metropolitan agencies. Perhaps the most surprising is the fact that urban agencies
provided responses that indicated UDWR conservation officers played a more significant role in their
communities than were provided by rural enforcement agencies. With the limited number of enforcement
personnel in rural agencies, it would have been thought rural agencies would have placed a higher level of
significance on the role conservation officers play in their communities if based on nothing more than their
abilities as a law enforcement professional.
Assumptions were made that Community Fisheries may play a role in why overall results indicated
urban agencies place a higher value on wildlife law enforcement than did the other groups. However, it is
known there are more Community Fisheries in metropolitan communities than there are in urban
communities. Given this information, it can be argued that Community Fisheries are not the underlying
reason for the high value placed on wildlife enforcement by urban agencies. If it were, metropolitan
agencies should show an equal or greater value in their evaluation of the value of wildlife law enforcement
officers. While the exact reason cannot be determined from the results of this survey, additional questions
in a future survey targeting this baseline response may be warranted.
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Baseline #3: Impediments to cooperative work efforts between the UDWR law enforcement section and
other law enforcement agencies within the state; combined with
Baseline #4: Perceived shortcomings of UDWR in the eyes of different law enforcement agencies
To have a cooperative work effort between UDWR conservation officers and traditional law
enforcement agencies resulting in a higher detection rate of wildlife-related crimes, obviously there must
be homogony, knowledge and understanding between the UDWR and other agencies. These relationships
cannot be built or are, at a minimum, greatly limited if impediments exist limiting interagency interaction
or if respect is lacking on behalf of either agency. Additionally, and just as detrimental, if traditional law
enforcement agencies experience or perceive shortcomings regarding the UDWR, it is less likely that
agency will have an outward interest in interacting with the UDWR and its officers.
Results in this baseline also show that if UDWR conservation officers personally interact with
enforcement personnel from traditional enforcement agencies, these interactions are largely viewed as
positive and beneficial. However, communication is lacking with some of the surveyed agencies; namely
the metropolitan agencies and to a lesser degree, urban agencies. This could justify why metropolitan and
urban agencies have the strongest opinions that UDWR conservation officers are not effective at
addressing wildlife-related issues within certain jurisdictions. The belief that conservation officers aren’t
doing their job is amplified when a number of these metropolitan and urban agencies feel urban deer issues
are the sole responsibility of conservation officers when, in most cases, it is the responsibility of a UDWR
biologist or a UDWR technician. Equally as limiting is the fact that some of the surveyed agencies feel
they don’t have wildlife-related activities occurring within their jurisdiction when in fact, they have some
of the most highly used resources in the entire state.
Simply put, UDWR conservation officers should make it a point to communicate with other law
enforcement agencies in their area as those interactions have proven to be positive throughout the state. In
addition to building these positive relationships, conservation officers should also work to educate
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agencies on what the goals and responsibilities of a UDWR conservation officer are within a given
community and how they differ from those of a UDPR park ranger, a UDWR biologist and a UDWR
technician. By doing these two things, UDWR conservation officers will become more well-known within
the daily operations of different law enforcement agencies, making it more likely conservation officers will
be contacted when a traditional enforcement officer detects a wildlife-related crime. Ultimately this will
bring the UDWR law enforcement section closer to achieving their overall goal of being able to address
more wildlife crimes that are going undetected or unreported.

Baseline #5: How to close the knowledge gap between agencies to produce a more cohesive and
effective field enforcement effort; and
Baseline #6: How to maintain these working relationships once they have been created.
It goes without saying that a positive work relationship cannot be built nor maintained unless
traditional law enforcement agencies are familiar with the UDWR conservation officer in the area. It is
imperative that UDWR conservation officers make themselves known if they hope to build and maintain
working relationships that result in a higher rate of wildlife violation detection as provided by cooperative
work from traditional law enforcement agencies.
In addition to simply knowing the officer, it is also imperative that traditional law enforcement
agencies understand what that officer’s goals and responsibilities are. Of the agencies that don’t
understand the goals and responsibilities of a conservation officer, a fair number expressed an interest in
learning more about those goals and responsibilities; ultimately ensuring a productive and beneficial
relationship. The UDWR law enforcement section should take advantage of this willingness to learn as it
will likely have a direct impact on improving other baselines detailed in this report. Ultimately, it was
recommended by surveyed agencies that UDWR conservation officers interact and communicate better
with the field and administrative personnel associated with traditional law enforcement agencies. It was
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also recommended that conservation officer provide trainings to traditional law enforcement agencies to
better educate them on what a conservation officer does, who the local conservation officer is and what to
look for in a wildlife-related crime.
It is hoped that as baseline results improve, traditional law enforcement agencies gain a better
understanding of wildlife regulations and become acquainted with the UDWR conservation officer(s) in
their area. Ultimately it is thought that through the building of these relationships a higher rate of wildlife
crime detection will occur. With increased wildlife crime detection comes increase protection of our
natural resources resulting in reduced levels of poaching, improved management efforts throughout the
state and an even higher quality recreational experience for those who recreate in Utah.
FUTURE FOLLOW-UP:
There is a certain value in conducting a follow-up survey in the future to obtain new and pertinent
information as it pertains to data collected from this survey. Any follow-up survey should be conducted
after statewide, regional and/or district-specific relationship improvement and education plans have been
created and implemented. Items to be considered in future surveys: after analyzing responses from this
survey and confirming that agencies who don’t have wildlife-related activities within their jurisdiction may
unintentionally leave responses that are otherwise viewed as “negative,” it is proposed that follow-up
surveys be conducted following certain criteria. Regarding limiting the unintentionally negative
responses, a statewide list should be compiled of traditional law enforcement agencies that have wildliferelated activities occurring within their jurisdiction and survey selections should be taken from this list of
potential traditional law enforcement agencies. By doing so, the UDWR law enforcement section can
better concentrate on building relationships with traditional law enforcement agencies that are most likely
to encounters wildlife-related violations. Additionally, in order to better understand responses provided on
a follow-up survey and why they may differ from responses provided on this survey, it should be
confirmed what statewide, regional and/or district-based efforts have been implemented by UDWR law
enforcement to improve the knowledge and cooperation of traditional law enforcement agencies as it
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applies to wildlife detection and reporting to UDWR law enforcement authorities. By doing so, the
UDWR law enforcement personnel analyzing future survey results will gain a better understand why
certain responses may have changed; and if they changed, what role implemented efforts played in
creating the change in interagency interaction and understanding.
Lastly, some alteration in survey questions may be warranted to gain a better understanding why
agencies answered questions a certain way. While it is hasn’t been discussed within the UDWR law
enforcement section when a follow-up survey should occur, it should not be initiated until the UDWR law
enforcement section, regional supervisors or district officers have had sufficient time to create, implement
and carry out efforts to improve interagency relationships and knowledge in their given enforcement areas.
If it is found that efforts implemented because of this survey have proved beneficial, it is encouraged that
the UDWR law enforcement section work to find ways to incorporate similar efforts on a statewide level,
if the productive efforts aren’t being implemented on a statewide level already.
In a future survey, additional follow-up questions to some of the questions presented in this survey
may be warranted. An example would be a follow-up question to any agency stating they have a very
strong understanding of the goals and responsibilities of a UDWR conservation officer (Question #1,
Appendix A). In this survey a high percentage (42%) of metro/urban sheriff departments responded they
hold this level of understanding pertaining to the goals and responsibilities of UDWR conservation
officers, yet in latter questions throughout the survey it became evident they lacked in their understanding
of what a conservation officer does on a day-to-day basis. UDWR conservation officers’ goals and
responsibilities are very dynamic and vary throughout the state. While it is possible traditional law
enforcement agencies have a strong understanding of these goals and responsibilities, it is unlikely that
knowledge is held by many. By adding a follow-up question inquiring why a given agency believes they
have a very strong understanding of a UDWR conservation officer’s goals and responsibility would allow
for a better understanding as to which agencies hold a higher level of understanding and knowledge about
UDWR conservation officer and which agencies think they do but don’t.
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Question #2 (Appendix A) asks if UDWR conservation officers play a significant role in each
jurisdiction. This too was found to be a difficult question to analyze due to the fact not every agency being
surveyed had wildlife-related activities occurring within their jurisdiction. Had survey recipients been
selected from a list of agencies having wildlife-related activities in their jurisdiction, this and other
questions would have been more beneficial and easier to analyze. However, because survey selections
were not made from a list of agencies that have wildlife-related activities occurring within their
jurisdiction, unintentional “negative” responses were given by several different agencies. The same
concern arose with question #10 where it asked how important the enforcement of wildlife regulations is to
the surveyed agency. Those agencies that don’t have wildlife-related activities in their jurisdiction did not
find the enforcement of wildlife regulations important. Once specific agencies are selected that have
wildlife-related enforcement issues, it may prove valuable to have a follow-up question to question #10
that asks for agencies to detail why they responded with “neutral,” “somewhat not important,” or “not
important” as this would readily identify agencies that don’t feel like wildlife enforcement in general is
important and where relationships could potentially be improved.
Question #6 (Appendix A) was also found to have results that were complicated to analyze. In
question #6 it asked how effective officers were at addressing wildlife-related enforcement issues listed in
question #5; however, several metropolitan and urban agencies responded with “other” and proceeded to
listed nuisance deer issues as an item that UDWR conservation officers should be addressing. However,
deer nuisance is not a predominate job responsibly for conservation officers in metropolitan and urban
communities. These concerns are typically addressed by UDWR biologists and, to a larger degree,
UDWR technicians. If efforts are implemented by UDWR conservation officers in metropolitan and urban
jurisdictions to better educate agencies on what a conservation officer’s primary responsibilities are, the
difficulty in evaluating this survey question will resolve itself. If education is not provided to these
traditional law enforcement agencies, additional clarification in question #5 that in certain areas of the
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state urban deer issues are not commonly addressed by conservation officers may be warranted to solicit
valuable responses to question #6.
Lastly, a follow-up question to question #17, where it asks to what extent could officers within a
surveyed agency detect wildlife-related crimes, could provide clarifying results why certain agencies feel
their officers were more capable of detecting wildlife crimes than others. The follow-up question would
apply to agencies that responded with “all could” or “most could.” These agencies could be asked to
choose a single answer for why they feel their officers are capable of detecting wildlife-related crimes at a
higher rate than would otherwise be expected. Potential responses could include: “A large percentages of
officers that work for this agency participate in wildlife-related activities,” or “We have received numerous
trainings from the UDWR on how to detect wildlife-related crimes,” and so on. By providing this followup question, the UDWR law enforcement section can better determine why certain agencies may feel their
officer are more competent in wildlife law than other agencies, perhaps finding new ways to better educate
traditional law enforcement agencies on how to detect wildlife crimes by using the experiences of
traditional agencies that are already capable of doing so.
Overall, the current survey provides a beneficial foundation upon which future surveys should be
built. While it is believed this survey can be improved upon with the recommendations listed above,
alterations should not be made to such a significant level that baseline results obtained from this survey are
no longer relevant or applicable to future surveys. This survey has provided grounds upon which
statewide and locale-specific actions can be taken to improve relationships with traditional law enforce and
increase their knowledge of what to look for in the field to better identify wildlife-related crimes.;
ultimately helping the UDWR law enforcement section be more efficient and effective in wildlife
protection, preservation and management.
POLICY/TRAINING CHANGES:
Currently, there is a single Utah Department of Natural Resources (UDNR) policy geared toward
interagency interaction. This policy is vague in its guidance and simply states when UDWR Conservation
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Officers are expected to interact with other law enforcement agencies: “Department peace officers shall
assist other law enforcement agencies when requested” (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources 2012). In
addition to the UDWR policy, UDWR Northern Region Office (NRO) Law Enforcement’s Performance
Management System has an equally vague statement: “Coordinate and assist allied law enforcement
agencies within the region.” UDWR’s Fiscal Year 2018 (FY18) Work Plan offers more detail regarding
interagency interaction. It specifies UDWR conservation officers will assist deputies when able, sergeants
and lieutenants will foster relationships with sheriff offices, and sergeants and lieutenants will continue to
attend law enforcement leadership meetings in their area.
Policies are limited in their ability to address a relationship dynamic as variable as those that exist
between UDWR conservation officers and other law enforcement agencies throughout the state. However,
there are several options that could be applied on a statewide, regional or UDWR conservation officer
district level that could benefit interagency relationships throughout the state. Options would include but
are not limited to: requirements being placed in a UDWR conservation officer’s yearly Performance
Management System that increases interaction between UDWR conservation officers and agencies within
an officer’s district boundaries; implementing a new training requirement in a newly hired officer’s
training expectations that requires them, at a minimum, to introduce themselves to other law enforcement
agencies in his/her district; and/or disseminating the results of this survey to various regional law
enforcement supervisors (lieutenants) to utilize how they see fit to better improve relationships that are
lacking within their supervisory area.
Regardless of any statewide objectives that may be incorporated into the expected tasks of a
UDWR law enforcement officer because of this survey, survey results will be provided to all regional
lieutenants for those agencies that operate within their supervisory areas. In the state of Utah there are five
enforcement regions: Northern, Central, Southern, Northeastern and Southeastern. Lieutenants will be
able to use and interpret survey results for their area as they’d like and implement any programs or
requirements they feel are appropriate.
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Northern region survey results have already been disseminated to the three law enforcement
sergeants in the Northern Region. Each sergeant was given the survey results for agencies that operate
within their supervisory areas. Based on responses provided in these surveys sergeants have begun to
make changes to officer’s daily and/or yearly objectives to address some of the surveyed agencies
concerns. For example, the Cache County law enforcement crew now tracks the hours they spend working
within Logan City so a year-end report can be provided to the chief of Logan City Police Department to
show the level of assistance provided to Logan City Police Department by UDWR conservation officers
each year. The Weber County and Davis County conservation officer are working to identify traditional
law enforcement agencies in the two counties who are likely to encounter wildlife-related violations on a
regular basis. Once these agencies are identified, yearly trainings will be offered to the designated
agencies ensuring they know what to look for in identifying a wildlife-related crime and who to contact if
they have any questions pertaining to a wildlife-related crime. Other UDWR law enforcement crews in the
NRO will likely create additional programs to better address interagency relationship shortcoming in their
enforcement area as the year progresses and the culmination of data collected on a statewide level is
analyzed in this report and disseminated throughout the state.
Assuming that various law enforcement supervisors throughout the state will take this survey’s
results and use the data to build productive programs that target interagency relationships, a follow-up
survey should be effective at determining what supervisory results were most effective at improving
relationships that were previously lacking in quality. These programs can then be implemented on a
statewide level by UDWR law enforcement administration to better build relationships with all law
enforcement agencies throughout the state; ultimately developing a statewide, uniform approach to
interagency interaction. One that is more specific than is currently listed in UDNR policy, UDWR
Performance Management System or UDWR law enforcement work plan.
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TABLES
Table 1: Listing of all 89 law enforcement agencies to which surveys were sent. Each agency was
separated into one of three groupings (metropolitan, urban or rural) and are listed below each heading
accordingly. Agencies highlighted in red are agencies that did not return a survey and aren’t included on
any of the maps showing in Figure 1 or Figure 2.
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METRO (31)
AMERICAN FORK PD
CENTERVILLE PD
CLINTON PD
COTTONWOOD HEIGHTS PD
DAVIS CO SO
DRAPER PD
FARMINGTON PD
HARRISVILLE PD
LAYTON PD
LONE PEAK PD
MAPLETON PD
MURRAY PD
NORTH SALT LAKE CITY PD
OGDEN PD
PLEASANT VIEW PD
RIVERDALE PD
ROY PD
SALEM PD
SANDY PD
SARATOGA SPRINGS/BLUFFDALE PRECIENT
SOUTH JORDAN PD
SOUTH OGDEN PD
SPANISH FORK PD
SPRINGVILLE PD
SUNSET PD
UNIFIED POLICE/SALT LAKE CO SO
UTAH CO SO
WEBER CO SO
WEST JORDAN PD
WEST VALLEY PD
WOODS CROSS CITY PD

URBAN
(24)
BOX ELDER CO SO
BRIGHAM CITY PD
CACHE CO SO
ENOCH PD
IRON CO SO
KAMAS PD
LA VERKIN PD
LOGAN PD
MANTUA PD
MORGAN CO SO
NORTH PARK PD
PARK CITY PD
PAROWAN PD
PERRY PD
SMITHFIELD PD
SPRINGDALE PD
ST. GEORGE PD
SUMMIT CO SO
TOOELE CO SO
TOOELE PD
TREMONTON PD
WASATCH CO SO
WASHINGTON CO SO
STOCKTON CITY PD

AGENCIES THAT DID NOT RETRUN A
SURVEY

APPENDIX(S)
APPENDIX A - SURVEY
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RURAL
(34)
AURORA PD
BEAVER CO SO
BLANDING PD
CARBON CO SO
DAGGETT CO SO
DUCHESNE CO SO
EAST CARBON PD
EMERY CO SO
GARFIELD CO SO
GRAND CO SO
HELPER PD
JUAB CO SO
KANAB PD
KANE CO SO
MILLARD CO SO
MOAB PD
MONTICELLO PD
MORONI PD
MYTON PD
NAPLES PD
NEPHI PD
PIUTE CO SO
PRICE PD
RICH CO SO
RICHFIELD PD
ROOSEVELT PD
SALINA CITY PD
SAN JUAN CO SO
SANPETE CO SO
SEVIER CO SO
UINTAH CO SO
VERNAL PD
WAYNE CO SO
WELLINGTON PD

Dear Chief/Sheriff:
You have been selected as one of 89 law enforcement agency leaders within the state of Utah to
participate in an important survey. Your responses will assist the Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources (UDWR) Law Enforcement Section in better understanding how UDWR Conservation
Officers can improve their law enforcement presence within your community, whether that is
through physical or communicative presence with your agency’s officers or by working to educate
your agency on the goals and responsibilities of a UDWR Conservation Officer. Once this survey
is complete the UDWR Law Enforcement Section can begin to decipher how to improve the
working relationship between your agency and the UDWR Conservation Officer(s) stationed in
your area. The survey is 17 questions in length and your responses are vital in improving the
interaction between our agencies. Thank you in advance for your help!

* 1. I am familiar with the goals and enforcement responsibilities of a Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
(UDWR) Conservation Officer.
Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Uncertain
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

* 2. UDWR Conservation Officers play a significant role in my jurisdiction.
Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Uncertain
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Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

* 3. I understand the differences in goals and responsibilities of a UDWR Conservation Officer as opposed to
those of a Utah Division of Parks and Recreation (UDPR) Park Ranger.
Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Uncertain
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

* 4. I understand the differences in goals and responsibilities of a UDWR Conservation Officer as opposed to
those of a UDWR Biologist.
Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Uncertain
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

*5. Which of the following activities occur within your jurisdiction that warrant a UDWR Conservation Officer’s
attention? (Please check all that apply).
Hunting
Fishing
Trapping
Wildlife Public Safety Issues (Cougar, Moose, Bear in high public use areas)
Other (please specify)

* 6. How effective have UDWR Conservation Officers been in dealing with the activities in the previous
question?
Very Effective
Somewhat Effective
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Uncertain
Somewhat Ineffective
Very Ineffective

* 7. In the box below, please provide detailed examples where the performance of UDWR Conservation
Officers was less than effective

Please indicate how important you feel each of the following activities or responsibilities are, or should
be, in terms of where and how UDWR Conservation Officers should focus their time and
effort.
* 8. Enforcing outdoor/wildlife-related activities
Extremely Important
Moderately Important
Slightly Important
Not At All Important

* 9. Assisting other agencies within their jurisdiction
Extremely Important
Moderately Important
Slightly Important
Not At All Important

* 10. How important is the enforcement of wildlife regulations to you and your agency?
Very Important
Somewhat Important
Neutral
Somewhat Not Important
Not Important

* 11. Please explain why enforcement of wildlife regulations is not important to you and/or your agency
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* 12. How effective are UDWR Conservation Officers at interacting/communicating with officers in your
agency?
Very Effective
Somewhat Effective
Unknown
Somewhat Ineffective
Very Ineffective

* 13. Have you ever contacted a UDWR Conservation Officer for information or assistance?
Yes
No

14. How would you rate your interaction?
Extremely Positive
Somewhat Positive
Neutral
Somewhat Negative
Extremely Negative
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* 15. Within your jurisdiction do you have local ordinances restricting the public’s ability to hunt, fish and/or
trap in certain locations or at certain times when the activity would otherwise be legal in terms of state
wildlife regulations? (i.e., No shooting within city limits, no hunting within city limits, time closures in parks
that provide fishing opportunities, etc.).
Yes
No

* 16. Who do you feel should have primary responsibility for addressing violations of a local ordinance by a
member of the public who is participating in a wildlife-related activity? ( Hunting, fishing, trapping, etc.)
Only the agency under which the ordinance falls
Only the UDWR since wildlife is involved
A combination of the local agency and the UDWR
Other (please specify)

* 17. To what extent do you believe officers within your department are prepared to detect a wildlife-related
crime?
All Could
Most Could
Few Could
None Could

* 18. Are the officers within your agency who can identify a wildlife-related crime familiar with the local
UDWR Conservation Officer in their area?
Yes
Uncertain
No

* 19. If one of your officers detected a wildlife-related crime how likely would he/she be to report the crime to
a UDWR Conservation Officer?
Highly Likely
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Somewhat Likely
Uncertain
Somewhat Unlikely
Highly Unlikely

* 20. Why would your officer be "Somewhat Unlikely" or "Highly Unlikely" to report a detected wildlife crime
to a UDWR Conservation Officer?

* 21. Do you expect an officer within your agency who identifies a wildlife-related crime to contact the
local
UDWR Conservation Officer if questions/concerns arise?
Yes
No

To what extent are you familiar with or knowledgeable about the responsibilities and capabilities of
each of the following special performance groups within UDWR Law Enforcement?
* 22. K-9
Familiar
Moderately Familiar
Not Familiar

* 23. Dive Team
Familiar
Moderately Familiar
Not Familiar

* 24. Emergency Response Group (ERG)
Familiar
Moderately Familiar
Not Familiar
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25. If you are interested in learning more about one or more of the UDWR Law Enforcement teams, please
select those you are interested in.
K-9
Dive
ERG

26. The goal of this survey is to better learn how to improve UDWR Law Enforcement relationships with
other law enforcement agencies throughout the state. How would you recommend we improve
relationships with your agency?

Please fill out the following information:
* 27. Agency Name

* 28. Rank of Individual Completing the Survey
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APPENDIX B – ALL INCLUSIVE SURVEY RESULTS
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How important is it that UDWR conservation officers do the following
(Questions #8 and #9):
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